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Context
• Ship is a four-year public comprehensive in Pennsylvania, 125 miles
southeast of Punxsutawney
• MAT 225 is a freshman-level discrete mathematics course (4 credits)
that serves computer science (and related engineering), mathematics
majors (including secondary certification), and middle-level
education majors with an emphasis in math.
• 40% of the course is focused on “intro to proof”; the remainder is
divided between sets, relations, combinatorics, probability, graphs.
• Mean class size is 25ish, and we run about 6 sections/year.
• We use the textbook I wrote with Winston Crawley and published by
John Wiley & Sons in 2006. Nothing in this presentation is textbook
specific.

Sabbatical project goals
Create/update curriculum material for first-year Discrete Mathematics to …
• … explicit active content, encouraging analysis,
problem solving, creativity, and communication
• … make explicit connections to “school
mathematics”
• … create/update computer-based, interactive
resources (formerly used Flash)
• … utilize open-source, online homework
systems to transform computer interactives
into online assessments
• … fix some troublesome spots in the first edition [Combinatorics topics like
Hall’s Marriage Theorem have not aged well]

Threads for this presentation
1. META Math connections (META Math = Mathematical
Education of Teachers as an Application of Undergraduate
Mathematics)
2. HTML/JavaScript interactives, particularly those that build
skills for proof-writing (w/ Winston Crawley)
3. New libraries in MyOpenMath (w/ Marc Renault)
In addition to sharing this new material and promoting the
META Math project, my goals for this presentation also
include discussing techniques for teaching introductory proof.

META Math writing workshop
The META Math project is hosting a writing workshop for anyone
interested in writing some curriculum material for undergraduate math
major courses that make connections to secondary-level mathematics.
See http://maa.org/meta-math or send me a note for information.
Imagine a world where a
mainstream calculus textbook has
a group of exercises under the
heading “Teaching,” sitting
between the groups labeled
“Mechanics” and “Economics”

Thread #1: META Math connections
Elevator sermon:
The very existence of a group of exercises labeled “Economics” in each
section of the calculus book does several things:
• it validates to economics students that this course is relevant to
them;
• it validates to the whole class that economics is a legitimate reason
to learn college mathematics; and
• when I say “the whole class,” I am including the instructor!

Thread #1: META Math connections
META Math connections are beneficial to all students
• Topics from core undergraduate mathematics major classes (not
courses specialized to preservice teachers)
• Connections to high school curriculum (shared experience promotes
authenticity)
• Focus on communication and incorporate active pedagogies
See Arnold, E. G., Burroughs, E. A., Fulton, E. W., & Álvarez, J. A. M. (2020).
Applications of Teaching Secondary Mathematics in Undergraduate Mathematics
Courses. The 14th International Congress on Mathematics Education

Thread #1: META Math connections
META Math connections are beneficial to all students
For example, here's one of the Common Core State Standards with an
obvious tie-in to Discrete Math:
HSF.BF.A.2: Write arithmetic and geometric sequences both
recursively and with an explicit formula, use them to model
situations, and translate between the two forms.

Competition problems
2015 AMC8 #18. An arithmetic sequence is a sequence in which each
term after the first is obtained by adding a constant to the previous
term. For example, 2,5,8,11,14 is an arithmetic sequence with five
terms, in which the first term is 2 and the constant added is 3. Each
row and each column in this 5×5 array is an
arithmetic sequence with five terms. What is
the value of 𝑋?

Competition problems
2015 AMC8 #18. An arithmetic sequence is a sequence in which each term after
the first is obtained by adding a constant to the previous term. For example,
2,5,8,11,14 is an arithmetic sequence with five terms, in which the first term is 2
and the constant added is 3. Each row and each column in this 5×5 array is an
arithmetic sequence with five terms. What is the value of X?

Discussion prompt: My friends Jay and Dee
are arguing over whether the answer is 21
or 41, but both are wrong. Discuss how
they might have arrived at their answers.
What did they understand correctly, and
how can you help them see how to get to
the right answer from there?

Follow up?
2019 AMC10A #23. Travis has to babysit the terrible Thompson
triplets. Knowing that they love big numbers, Travis devises a counting
game for them. First Tadd will say the number 1, then Todd must say
the next two numbers (2 and 3), then Tucker must say the next three
numbers (4, 5, 6), then Tadd must say the next four numbers (7, 8, 9,
10), and the process continues to rotate through the three children in
order, each saying one more number than the previous child did, until
the number 10,000 is reached. What is the 2019th number said by
Tadd?

Choose statements thoughtfully
Our approach to mathematical proof incorporates assessing the truth
of statements that are not obviously true. This adds validity to the
activity of proving. To create META Math connections, we must simply
be thoughtful in our choices:
• No prime number is followed by a perfect square
• Quadratics with all odd coefficients can never be factored
• No Pythagorean triangle has two odd legs
• Twin primes always “straddle” a multiple of 6
• If two sides of a Pythagorean triangle are prime, then the length
of the third side must be a multiple of 60

Thread #2: Interactive applets
https://webspace.ship.edu/deensley/DiscreteMath/
For exploration and interaction
• Josephus problem
• Engaging with abstraction
• Interacting with visual definitions
• Venn diagrams
• Composition of functions

For building skills to help with “proof”
• Counterexamples
• Fill-in blanks
• Scrambled proofs
• Induction tables

Thread #3: MyOpenMath library

Thread #3: MyOpenMath library
Search for "EnsleyDiscreteMath" under "Textbook Specific" libraries on
http://myopenmath.com

System features
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of randomization/answer types
ASCII Math support
SVG for (randomized) graphics
Simple scripts for answer-checking
Geogebra interactions!

Mathematical proof
•
•
•
•
•

Counterexamples
Fill-in blanks
Proof tracing
Scrambled proofs
Induction tables

Fall sabbatical project: Final score card
• 500+ new textbook exercises and activities, including many
addressing META Math goals
• New MyOpenMath library with 500+ online problems
• Transition of (formerly Flash) interactive web apps to mobile-friendly
platform
• 300 pages of new and updated material
• Gender is not binary, and marriage is no longer only between a man
and a woman

Connections to NSF projects
• DUE-1726624, The Mathematical Education of Teachers as an
Application of Undergraduate Math
• DUE-1544324, Guidelines for Instructional
Practices in Mathematics à à à à à
• DUE-0535327, Tools for Flash programming
for mathematics and science teaching and
learning
• DUE-0230755, Development of interactive
applications for the teaching and learning
of mathematical proof to future teachers
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